
“It would be impossible, therefore, to introduce into society a greater change 
and a greater evil than this - the conversion of the law into an instrument of 
plunder.”  F. Bastiat

COT Analysis

There has been this week, tremendous buying 

pressure from the Commercials, the market 

makers. The buying resulted in a +3.2% within 

the index. This is extraordinary as the index 

was already high, very high. Under more normal 

conditions, I would have expected a decline. It is 

simply more evidence, if more were needed, that 

this market remains highly manipulated.

The problem that we will encounter this week is 

the conflicting data of the COT with the price data 

contained within the price “charts.” Which one 

should we weight, and pay more attention to?

In the 20 day chart, it can be seen that the trend 

is higher. It can also be seen that statistically, 

price has reached a point of statistical resistance. 

For the price to move higher, we will need to see 

a breakout. Again, we have opposing views based 

on the charts. The shorter the time frame, the 

more space higher we have. The longer the time 

frame, the more resistance.

The COT data, like any subjective metric, 

works most effectively when it aligns with 

other subjective metrics, adding the various 

probabilities into a single probability. In times 

of conflicting data, even though the COT data 

suggests a continuation higher.

The buying power of the Commercials will prevent 

any serious price declines, but will it be enough to 

create a breakout?

What of the Treasury Open Market Operations 

planned for this week? The information with 

regard to the August schedule, will be released 

on Tuesday 31 July. To that point, we have 

Open Market Operations creating +$8.0 billion 

in money, which will allow market makers more 

buying power. Is this enough to push the market 

through this technical resistance point?

I would say yes it is. Volume is low. The break 

higher may turn out to be a false breakout, as 

when the new schedule of Treasury data is 
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Again, the strikes below, while carrying higher 

probabilities of getting paid, carry far higher risk 

to reward.

Buy 1 CMG AugWk1 290 Call $3.80 $380.00

Sell -1 CMG AugWk1 295 Call

Your risk being $3.80 with a $1.20 reward.

I would this week actually recommend standing 

aside. When we look at the COT data, what we 

actually see is this: a huge surge of buying was 

required to get the market back to where it stood 

at the end of the previous week. 

That, even with the buying, does not suggest that 

a breakout to new highs is sustainable, and with 

Treasury announcements Tuesday, things could 

change quite quickly.

Macro-outlook

The economic data coming through suggests 

growth is slowing. Well, no surprises there, the 

US and the rest of the world are once again in a 

stagflationary environment. 

Governments are inflating the money supply 

through both monetary and fiscal means, and to 

add insult to injury, look to to increasing taxes to 

boot.

Your average chappie, is not gaining wage/salary 

increases, far from it, any increases are usually 

significantly below inflation, thus living standards 

are regressing fast. 

Even taking our example, CMG, fast food chains 

are seeing a fall-off in demand going forward, 

which usually indicates that discretionary income, 

is once again being hoarded.

released, those positive cash flows may turn 

negative, which would reduce Commercial buying 

power into the following week.

It is however this week that concerns us. There is 

no way to know in advance the schedule. I follow 

the COT in preference to the price chart. The COT 

data, suggests, as it is not a strong increase, 

although to register an increase a tremendous 

volume of money was required to create that 

increase, that the market will break higher, 

through the technical resistance.

This call, I have to admit, makes me very queasy. 

It is not a comfortable trade for me on a short 

term weekly basis. The way around this is to 

create a trade that will have some alternative 

catalysts, like potential short squeeze, or simply 

shorts covering, and taking some profit. That the 

stock will correct in the short term, viz. this week.

CMG fits the bill. Poor earnings guidance last 

week saw the stock sold hard. It continued to sell-

off, but at a slower rate, and stabilise on Friday 

with the strong market. The stock may, bounce 

back to say a VWAP, if the market is strongish/

consolidating, or as the COT data suggests, 

creating a technical breakout.

Trade of the Week

Price

Cost

Buy 1 CMG AugWk1 295 Call

Sell -1 CMG AugWk1 300 Call

Debit = $2.90 [Total Risk]

Reward = $2.10 [Total Reward]

Breakeven = $297.90

Current Price = $296.08



Disclaimer:
The information found in this report should not be considered to be investment advice. Any investment decisions you make should 
be based solely on your evaluation of your financial circumstances, investment objectives, risk tolerance, and liquidity needs. 
The author is not a registered investment advisor and does not represent the information in this report as a recommendation for 
readers to buy or sell the securities under discussion. All information contained herein is believed to be accurate at the time the 
information is posted. However, it is possible that errors may exist n this report. The reader should conduct his or her own due 
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due diligence. The author will disclose positions held in securities under discussion at the time of posting.
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Certainly the data from the Federal Reserve 

with regards to money velocity data suggests 

exactly the same thing that forward guidance 

from Corporations suggests, viz. that money is 

being hoarded. I say hoarded, as savings, at the 

current interest rates are simply not an issue. 

Individuals are more frightened of simply running 

out of money, than looking for investments, which 

largely explains the low volumes in the markets, 

dominated now by Central Bank Open Market 

Operations.

With the long term duCati system, we continue 

to do nothing. We are earning, while we wait two 

sources of cashflow income: [i] dividends [ii] 

premium from the sale of OTM options. Both of 

these sources, will create a circa 10%/15% yield 

per annum. That, as a compounding return, even 

without capital gains, is substantial.

The issue of course, is where you enter the 

market. I started this newsletter in December 

2011, which is when I opened the first trade for 

the system. At that time, the market was coming 

out of last years decline, so the price I entered at 

was reasonable.

Now had you entered at recent market highs, 

you potentially will be sitting on some drawdown. 

This is normal, and there is no need to panic. 

The drawdown will be small, as the % of capital 

invested will have been vastly reduced, and you 

should largely be in cash. 

This cash position need not be idle. The cash can 

still earn a return through the selling of naked 

Puts, as should the market fall, you have the cash 

reserves [margin] to purchase those shares, and 

you actually want to do so. 

Therefore, you will either earn the premium, or 

reduce your aggregate cost basis. Either way, you 

will win over time.

Until next week, jog on, duc.


